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Session II Concluding Remarks
by Dr. Pedro S. Seco e Pinto
Head o f Embankment Dams and Foundations Division
Laboratdrio Nacional de Engenharia Civil

First, I would like to congratulate and thank Dr. Les Harder
for his excellent general report.
Following George Herbert "You must strike in measure, when
there are many to strike on one anvil " I have selected a fe w
points for discussion.

DAMS
Hydrodynamic effects induced by the impounded w ater on
the response o f a dam subjected to earthquake excitation
Nonlinear effective analysis modelling hysteretic cyclic stressstrain behaviour by using elasto-plastic constitutive equations
for dynamic analysis of embankment dams

SLOPES
Evaluation of slope instability
Rock or soil type
Slope angle and surface conditions
Nature o f erosion
Hydrological conditions
Volume evaluation o f sliding masses
Failure mechanisms and sliding velocities prediction

EMBANKMENTS
For better predictions o f embankment behaviour finite
element analysis using elastoplastic constitutive models
taking into account the consolidation shall be implemented.
Methods o f quantitative analysis o f embankment m onitoring
results consists in a functional relationship between observed
effects and the corresponding actions.
The research related w ith this session should progress taking
in mind the memorable w ords of Lao-Tsze, Maxim 64 (550
BC)
"The journey o f a thousand miles begins w ith one step"
Last but not least I should like to express my sincere
appreciation and deep gratitude to Prof. Samsher Prakash for
this opportunity to share different experiences, to Prof. Jorge
Troncoso, Chairman, to Dr. Les Harder, General Report, to
the Co-Reporters Dr. Vlad Perlea and Dr. Nano Yasuda and to
the participants on this session for their contribution.
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